Saturday, 21st November 2015

6th floor Block2, VSQ @ PJ City Centre, Jalan Utara Section 14, 46200 Petaling Jaya

A WINDOW OF LIGHT
INTO THE WORLD OF
HEALING FOR THOSE
CHALLENGED WITH CANCER

Registration: FREE

CANSURVIVE CENTRE MALAYSIA BERHAD

A NON-PROFIT CANCER CHARITY ORGANIZATION

Topic 1:
”Reiki –The Natural System of Hands On Healing
under The Original Usui Tradition “
Morning Speaker
9:30 am to 12:30 pm

service for those who are challenged with

Presenter:
Ms Keven Duff

a service that oﬀers a greater awareness of
orthodox treatments; what is available and
where to access them. It is a window of light
into the world of healing, where the word

Keven Duff, Reiki Master/Teacher
with the Usui Reiki Network of
Australia (B.A Biomedical
Anthropology and Biochemistry,
University of Pennsylvania, USA)

“Terminal” is a challenge,
not a death sentence.

Ms Keven Duff has over 18 years of experience teaching Reiki. She
apprenticed under Barbara McGregor her teacher for nearly six
years.
She has trained extensively in complementary as well as Natural
and Holistic Methods of Wellness and Healing.
Synopsis :
Reiki when learnt under the Original Usui Reiki natural system of
energy regeneration is effective in enhancing mental, emotional

Topic 2:
Healing Power
of Presence
1:30 pm to 4:00 pm

CANSURVIVE &
IT’S PURPOSE

and physical well-being.
Reiki was rediscovered in the early 1900s and over the years
many energy systems of “healing” are now represented as
“reiki”. They are not an accurate representation of the
Original and Traditional system of Usui Reiki.
This talk by Ms, Keven Duff is on ”Reiki –The Natural System
of Hands On Healing under The Original Usui Tradition “

Evening Speaker

Presenter:
Michele Boeglin
Michele Boeglin is Australian of French descent and currently
resident in Kuala Lumpur.
From young, Michele pursued a lifelong dedication to spiritual
exploration, quest for Truth and discovery of the nature of reality.
Her spiritual formation is rooted in the non-dual wisdom traditions
of Advaita Vedanta, Christian Mysticism, Western Hermetic tradition
and Buddhist Theravada Forest Meditation tradition.
Whilst in England and Australia, she became a certified Merkabah
Light-body meditation teacher and Reiki Master. She ran a
Meditation and Reiki studio in Sydney and healing practice
incorporating aura-soma therapy, holistic counselling and
EFT-based energy medicine of Thought Field Therapy.
Synopsis:
‘No self, No other, No separation’ is the living message of
Non-duality, the essence of Self-realization and the ultimate
antidote to recurrent suffering of any kind, in any form.
Healing the delusion of personal selfhood
The first aim of non-dual teaching is to reveal what we are not by
investigating the felt sense of self and dispelling the myth of being a
person.
Healing the stress of mis-identification
The biggest mistake a human being can ever make is to believe

himself to be a temporal, born and death-bound entity endowed
with an independent self-will, separate from source.
“Suffering happens when you believe that you are your thoughts
and emotions.” “Not about denying or suppressing thought and
emotion. It is about seeing them for what they really are.”
Healing the illusion of separation
Suffering is the signature of this felt sense of separatedness. This
illusion of duality is the root cause of endless conflict, competition
and violence between individuals, tribes and nations.
Healing the fear of death
A life of real peace and fulfillment is a life where one has broken
free from mis-identification with body, mind and name and seen
through the confusion of what is real and what is delusion. Such
a life is truly blessed as it culminates in the greatest freedom of all
: freedom from the illusion of birth and death.
Art of non-dual healing
Healing through Presence lies the power and grace of the
non-dual healing arts which is a natural expression of our true
identity as love in service to the One in All.
It is the art of essentially doing nothing except letting the
body-mind rest in the natural stillness of Self and in so doing,
turning oneself into an empty vessel through which healing
forces can function freely on their own accord and in harmony
with the wisdom of the Whole.
Kindly reserve your seats by the following options:

SMS your NAME and EMAIL ADDRESS to 017-881 2287
or
send an email to ucansurvive@gmail.com
with your NAME and HANDPHONE NUMBER.

Organised by:
CANSURVIVE CENTRE MALAYSIA BERHAD (903023-M)
www.cansurvive.org.my

